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• Tobyhanna, PA Army Depot: The Army depot at Tobyhanna was mentioned
as a possible noncompliance activity at the November 2006 meeting. At this meeting it was reported
that Army Tobyhanna had implemented AMCL 8A with an effective date of March 31, 2005, for
processing D8/D9 in lieu of DKA transactions.
• Ammunition Implementation Status: In October 1995, ADUSD(L/MDM)
granted the Army an exemption from AMCL 8A implementation for ammunition (Enclosure 2);
however, in October 1997, ADUSD (L/SCI) cancelled the waiver with Army implementation to be
accomplished in the modernized ammunition system (Enclosure 2) (at that time the Joint
Ammunition Management Standard System (JAMSS) was under development but was later
terminated, leaving Army to implement in their modernized ammunition system). Army reported
that Army ammunition will implement AMCL 8A in the Army Logistics Modernization Program
(LMP). A timeframe is not known at this time. The other Services were not certain of their
ammunition implementation status at time of the meeting.
• Service Implementation Updates: Marine Corps noted that their wholesale
system had implemented AMCL 8A and retail would implement in their modernized system, GCSSMarine Corps Block 1 scheduled for 1st Qtr FY 08. Navy has implemented AMCL 8A but noted that
they are moving to an Enterprise Resource Planning System (ERP) with Financial module currently
scheduled for October 2008, and Supply for October 2009 with a 2-year implementation plan.
b. PROPOSED DEFENSE LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (DLMS)
CHANGE (PDC) 241, STORAGE ACTIVITY ACCOUNTABILITY TO SERVICE
MATERIEL OWNERS (SUPPLY). The Navy JPIWG representative provided background and
purpose of PDC 241. The background concluded that the DOD Components are required to store
their materiel in DLA Distribution Depots (hereafter referred to as storage activities) and that the
storage activity makes all of the decisions concerning physical inventory adjustment. However, the
owning Components are financially responsible for the materiel, and for paying storage and physical
distribution transaction costs. These adjustments have both financial and readiness implications and
the owning Component has no information as to why the physical inventory adjustment occurs. The
purpose of PDC 241 is to provide the Components a means to insure that the storage activity
performs as a good steward of their assets and to receive information as to the reason for physical
inventory and financial adjustments.
During the general discussions other Components, including the Army and Air Force,
expressed similar concerns regarding their assets in DLA Distribution Depots. The Air Force
representative cautioned that the proposed summary of physical inventory adjustment research and
conclusions must not be used to “second guess” the Distribution Depot’s decisions but rather as a
tool in understanding the reasons for the adjustment and subsequent decisions at the owner’s level.
The Navy’s Inventory Accuracy Officer noted that the owners have access to the Distribution
Depot’s transaction records.
The DLA HQ and Distribution Depot Center representative reported that they have been
taking a second look at the PDC to come up with a solution on how best to serve the Components.
One conclusion reached is that business rules need to apply to the PDC. For example a business
rule that allows communications between a single source at the owner lever and Distribution
Depot. This will preclude the Distribution Depot from receiving inquires from several entities in
an individual Component.
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ACTION: DLA will further review and verify the requirements of PDC 241 and provide
comments/recommendations to include business rules and consider funding issues. DLA will
revise the PDC based on this review to update the requirement as needed for staffing with the
Components. DLA’s comments/revision are requested not later than June 18, 2007.
c. PDC 251, REVISE THE PROPERTY ACCOUNTABILITY ACCURACY
GOAL FOR CONTROLLED INVENTORY ITEMS NOT SUBJECT TO ANNUAL
COMPLETE PHYSICAL INVENTORY. The group discussed PDC 251 by which DLA
recommended that the current statistical sample 85% assurance level for controlled items that are
not subject to an annual complete physical inventory be raised to 95%. The group concurred with
the change. ACTION: DLMSO to release an approved change for PDC 251. [SUBSEQUENT
TO THE MEETING: PDC 251 was approved and released as ADC 236 on April 25, 2007.]
d. PDC 253, RENAME LOCATION AUDIT PROGRAM TO RECORD
RECONCILIATION PROGRAM (SUPPLY). At the November 2006 JPIWG Meeting, the
Navy questioned the phrase “Location Audit Program” and the grouping of location survey and
location reconciliation under that umbrella. The group was generally in agreement with Navy’s
recommendation that the terms are confusing and should be reviewed/changed to more accurately
reflect the process. As a result, DLMSO developed a PDC to revise section MILSTRAP C7.6 and
DLMS, Vol. 2, C6 terminology. Based on DLMSO’s analysis it was determined that it would not
be cost effective to revise the term “location reconciliation” in MILSTRAP/DLMS due to the
numerous references to the term, including transactions. Secondly, DLMSO determined that the
restructuring of MILSTRAP and DLMS chapters to accommodate distinct sections for location
survey and location reconciliation would result in limited benefit gained. Based on the above,
DLMSO developed PDC 253 limiting the revision to changing the term Location Audit Program to
Record Reconciliation Program. DLMSO staffed the change with comments due prior to the
April 18 meeting. DLMSO received three formal comments concurring with the change and one
non-concurrence. During the meeting discussion of PDC 253, the nonconcurrence was changed to
a concurrence and the JPIWG representatives unanimously concurred in approving the change.
ACTION: DLMSO to release an approved change for PDC 253. [SUBSEQUENT TO THE
MEETING: PDC 253 was approved and released as ADC 237 on April 25, 2007].
e. SCALE COUNTS. The Navy JPIWG representative requested that DLMSO
look into the specific requirements for using scale counts for small arms parts with a Controlled
Inventory Items Code (CIIC) as a process improvement to use scale counts instead of hand
counting. Also, Navy believed that there should be a standard DOD policy for using scale counts.
DLMSO staffed the Navy’s request informally with the JPIWG/JSACG representatives.
Responses from JPIWG/JSACG representatives and interested parties generally agreed with using
scale counts but only in selected applications, e.g., should not be used for counting items that are
coded with a CIIC, scales must be properly maintained and periodically calibrated, scales counts
are a normal process in private industry and government, weighting (scale counts) is a physical
process to arrive at a physical count.
After a lengthy discussion the group agreed that scale counts are a systematic approach to
conducting physical inventory (a tool) and that the critical factor in using scales to count items,
regardless of CIIC, is that the scales must be properly maintained and periodically calibrated by
qualified personnel. The group concluded that the scale is a tool and as such need not be
addressed in DLMS and MILSTRAP. The group also concluded that the decision to use scale
counts should be left up to the individual Component. Regardless of the method used to arrive at
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a physical count, weighing, measuring, etc., the resulting adjustment must be resolved using the
policy and procedures outlined in DLMS and MILSTRAP.
ACTION: No JPIWG action as a result of this agenda item.
f. MILSTRAP/DLMS REVISION. The JPIWG Chair/MILSTRAP
Administrator is reviewing the following issues identified at November 2006 Meeting:
(1) Review MILSTRAP/DLMS and DOD 4140.1-R physical inventory control
program (PICP) requirements regarding wholesale and below wholesale applicability, and develop
proposed revision as appropriate. The issue identified was that MILSTRAP/DLMS only addresses
wholesale PICP requirements, while DOD 4140.1-R addresses wholesale and retail PICP
requirements. ACTION: DLMSO will further review the DOD 4140.1-R and
MILSTRAP/DLMS PICP requirements regarding wholesale and below wholesale applicability for
possible revision.
(2) Review the MILSTRAP/DLMS footnoted requirement for sending record
accuracy goals information to DUSD(L&MR) SCI, confirm requirement with SCI, and develop
PDC to revise requirement as needed. This issue addresses MILSTRAP (and corresponding
DLMS) paragraph C7.1.12.5 General Supplies Record Accuracy Goals, footnote 2: “Within 30
days after the end of the 4th quarter each fiscal year, Components must submit record accuracy
goals information to ADUSD SCI, via electronic mail. Submit to: Debra.Bennett@osd.mil. Data
may be obtained throughout the year.” Questions raised at the November 2006 meeting include:
what is meant by Components submitting their “goals information” to OSD, what does OSD do
with the information, and why is the requirement identified in a footnote rather than a
statement in the procedures? From the discussions it did not appear that any Component has
been sending the information to OSD despite publication of the requirement in MILSTRAP in
2000. ACTION: DLMSO to: (1) provide the JPIWG a copy of the OSD memorandum which
originally tasked the JPIWG to develop the inventory accuracy goal (provided at Enclosure 4); (2)
verify with DUSD(L&MR)SCI that the requirement for submission to OSD is still valid; (3)
develop a PDC to update the requirement as needed after discussion with OSD.
g. UPDATE ON STATUS OF NOVEMBER 2006 OPEN AGENDA ITEMS
NOT ADDRESSED ABOVE:
• DLA Item: ICE Report – DLA proposed revision of the current format to make it
easier to understand and include Absolute Adjustment Rate in conjunction with the Air Force.
DLA provided a draft of the revised ICE Report. ACTION: The DLA will continue working with
Navy and Air Force to develop a PDC to revise the report format and develop narrative instruction
for completing the ICE report. [SUBSEQUENT TO THE MEETING: DLA provided an updated
version of the ICE Report for JPIWG members to review on April 24, 2007 with associated
narrative guidance to follow at a later date.]
• DLA Item: DI Code DZB (Storage Item Data Correction/Change) – DLA
proposed the services go directly to the Federal Logistics Information System (FLIS) to correct
data records rather than use Document Identifier Code DZB which was developed in the 1970s for
an ICP to update data (stock/part number, unit of issue, shelf-life code, controlled inventory item
code, and demilitarization code) at the storage activity. The services generally agreed with the
concept, however, they noted that this would not be a viable solution for locally assigned numbers
at the storage activity for which there are no FLIS records. ACTION: DLA will continue to work
with the services in developing a PDC to have the services go directly to FLIS to correct records.
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Service and DLA AMCL 8A Implementation Status Updates to include:

DLA

a. Service implementation status for Ammunition;

and
Services

b. Implementation at storage activities where DOD has contracted out the
distribution depot function;
c. Implementation status for specific areas spelled out in the last request: Air Force
wholesale materiel at non-colocated DSS sites; have USMC and CECOM at DDTP
implemented the capability to accept adjustments (D8/9A) in lieu of non-AMCL 8A
compliant count transactions (DKA)?
d. Army Tobyhanna Implementation status: Tobyhanna was mentioned as a
possible noncompliance activity at last JPIWG meeting.
e. DKA transactions were to be eliminated by AMCL 8A implementation. DLMSO
requested DAASC query of DKA transactions generated in past 9 months. Over the past
9 months, 100,000 DKAs were generated. Over 70% of those were from one COMMRI.
DLMSO will forward DAASC DKA screening results to JPIWG members for review.
2

PDC 241, Storage Activity Accountability to Service Materiel Owners.
Discuss comments received for PDC 241.

JPIWG

Background-Nov 2006 Meeting: Navy expressed dissatisfaction that the storage
activity (i.e. usually DLA), determines financial liability but is not required to provide an
explanation for losses to the materiel owner, i.e. the Services. Action from Nov meeting
Navy would submit a PDC.
PDC 241 was released for staffing 4/2/07. Responses due 4/16/07.
3

PDC 251, Revise the Property Accountability Accuracy Goal for Controlled
Inventory Items Not Subject to Annual Complete Physical Inventory
Discuss comments received for PDC 251.

DLA

Background-Nov 2006 meeting: Accuracy Goal for Controlled Items. DLA had
recommended that the current statistical sample 85% assurance level for controlled
items that are not subject to an annual complete physical inventory be raised to 95%.
PDC 251 was released for staffing on 3/23/07. Responses due 4/13/07.
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PDC 253, Revise DLMS/MILSTRAP Location Audit Program Terminology
Discuss comments received for PDC 251.

DLMSO

Background-Nov 2006 meeting: Navy questioned the phrase “Location Audit
Program” and the grouping of location survey and location reconciliation under that
umbrella. The terminology was deemed confusing and it was recommended that the
section be revised to eliminate the term location audit. The group was generally in
agreement with Navy’s recommendation.
PDC 253 was released for staffing 3/30/07. Responses due 4/16/07
5

Scale Counts
Navy would like to reach consensus among the components about the legitimacy of scale
counts for doing physical inventories of Sensitive (CIIC) items. Navy believes there should
be a single standard for this throughout DOD.

Navy

DOD Component Comments on Use of Scale Counts

6

MILSTRAP REISSUE: Status of Specific Actions resulting from Nov 06 Meeting

DLMSO

DLMSO reviewing the following issues identified at Nov 2006 Meeting for PDC development:

DLMSO to review the DoD 4140.1-R and MILSTRAP/DLMS physical inventory control
program (PICP) requirements regarding wholesale and below wholesale applicability, and
develop proposed revision as appropriate. The issue identified was that
MILSTRAP/DLMS only addresses wholesale PICP requirements, while DOD 4140.1-R
addresses wholesale and retail requirements.
DLMSO to look at footnoted requirement for sending record accuracy goals information
to DUSD(L&MR) SCI, confirm requirement with DUSD(L&MR)SCI, and develop PDC to
revise requirement as needed.
7

UPDATE ON STATUS OF Nov 2006 OPEN AGENDA Items not addressed above:
♦ DLA ITEM: ICE Report
Revise current format to make it easier to understand and include Absolute Adjustment
Rate. ACTION from Nov mtg: DLA, Air Force, and Navy will jointly develop a PDC with
recommendations for revising the ICE Report.
♦ DLA ITEM: DZB’s (Storage Item Data Correction/Change)
DLA proposed the services go directly to FLIS to correct records. ACTION from Nov mtg:
DLA will submit a PDC to DLMSO. PDC must consider locally assigned numbers for
which there are no FLIS records.

DLA

DLA

♦ NAVY ITEM: Location Survey under SAP
ACTION from Nov mtg: Navy agreed to investigate further how SAP compensates for the
absence of location survey. Navy will work with Army to see how Army accommodated
the DOD loc survey requirement under SAP

8

Navy

NEW NAVY TOPIC: Navy NICN Items and DSS/U2 Interface
DLMSO

Wrap-up, schedule next meeting
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